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Abstract— This project aims at protecting and safeguarding 

women using smart technology based on IOT. Nowadays 

Women harassment is the most common and frequently 

happening crime in India. As we can see in developed 

countries like USA, UK etc, the harassment is less due to high 

security and strict laws put forth by their government, when 

compared to developing countries like India. So it proves that 

illiteracy is not the main cause for such assault, it is because 

of the unawareness within the people and about the self 

protecting weapons. The percentage of harassment caused by 

the known people or the closed ones like relatives, friends or 

neighbours rather than unkown people. In order to avoid such 

harassment on women, self protecting weapons such as 

pepper spray, handgun etc are currently available. But these 

weapons have disadvantages, to overcome these 

disadvantages this project implements smart weapon system 

using smart technology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the present scenario, the foremost  question- that arise in 

every girl’s mind is the rapid  increase of issues on women 

harassment in current- past  is just about her security and 

protection. The only notion nagging every girl is when they 

will be  able  to  move  freely  on  the  streets even at late 

nights without  worrying about their security and protection. 

This project has been developed to protect  and safeguard 

women using smart technology based on Internet Of 

Things(IOT)-it is an interconnection of several devices which 

is connected through a network over the internet. It connects 

objects which enables to send data and receive data. 

In situations of emergency the panic switch and 

voice kit will be provided. This device is activated at the time 

of emergency  using  panic switch ,voice kit through voice 

commands and Global Positioning System(GPS) tracking 

system-It is a satellite based navigation system that provides 

location usimg latitude and longitude and time details in all 

the weather constraints. 

The alert is sent to android smart device and camera 

captures victim’s image and sends the image to the default 

number that is priorly stored in the android app, the 

connectivity is done through Bluetooth, and the voice 

commands are sent through it. The laser is activated at the 

time of attack and buzzer or alarm is activated to alert 

surrounding people, from android smart device GPS location, 

image and voice alert will be sent to default number or known 

number that is priorly stored in the android app, which alerts 

the known people through email and message for further 

process. 

II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

A. Description 

Different designs are implemented using embedded system 

based on their functions and usefulness. In this project a well 

structured modular design Concept is implemented and the 

system is mainly composed of a microcontroller (RL78 

family), liquid crystal display, Bluetooth, voice kit, Panic 

switch, laser, buzzer and an android smart device. 

The control unit for the entire project is formed by 

placing the microcontroller at the center. It consists of a 

program that helps it to take actions on the given inputs. This 

project aims at safeguarding women using smart technology. 

The device consists of a  panic switch and a voice kit which 

gets activated at the time of emergency situations. The alert 

is sent to android smart device and camera captures victim’s 

image and sends the image to the default number that is 

priorly stored in the android app, the connectivity is done 

through Bluetooth, and the voice commands are sent through 

it. The laser is activated at the time of attack and buzzer or 

alarm is activated to alert surrounding people, from android 

smart device GPS location ,image and voice alert will be sent 

to default number or known number that is priorly stored in 

the android app, which alerts the known people through email 

and message for further process. 

B. Microcontroller 

Renesas Microcontroller is an extension of 8051 MC.(RL78 

family) consists of advanced functionalities from both 78K 

and R8C microcontroller families. It gives high performance 

and consumes less power.  

 
Fig. 1: 64 Bit Pin Renesas Microcontroller Board 

 It is a 16 bit  Microcontroller,it has 64 I/O 

pins(R5F100LE),11 I/O ports, General-purpose I/O 

register: 8 bits × 32 registers 

 ROM Memory: 512 KB, RAM Memory: 4.16KB, Data 

flash memory: 7-8 KB.  
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 On-chip watchdog timer –Onchip high speed and 

performance. 

 It consists of three sections that is power, control and 

communication.  

 Power supply voltage: VDD = 1.6Vto 5.5V. 

 Power Reset Button:5v 

 Clock Frequency:34MHz 

 Uart’s:8/10-bit resolution A/D converter.  

C. LCD 

A liquid crystal display (LCD) is a flat board display, 

electronic visual display. 

There are wide range of applications that are used in 

LCD such as-TV’s, instrument board, display of aircraft 

cockpit, monitors of computers etc. 

 
Fig. 2: LCD 

The daily usage/common devices such as 

timers/clocks, wristwatches/analog watches, calculators, 

video games are the devices that make use of LCD’S. 

LCD consists of 16 pins,out of which 3 pins are 

controlling pins and 2 other pins are Vcc and gnd. Port 7 of 

microcontroller is used for LCD. It is used to display the 

message. 

D. Laser 

A laser is a device that uses electromagnetic radiation through 

which it emits light via means of amplification of optics. 

 
Fig. 3: Laser 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
Fig. 3: Block Diagram 

The block diagram consists of: 

 Renesas Microcontroller: 64 pin 

 Panic Switch: activates the device/pressed during 

suspicion/attack. 

 Buzzer: alarms when panic switch is pressed and when 

voice command is given. 

 Voice Kit: Another alert provided to the buzzer alert the 

surrounding people. 

 
Fig. 5: Voice Kit 

 LCD: displays the HELP message and minimum 

threshold frequency of the voice kit. 

 
Fig. 5: LCD 

 Bluetooth: A wireless connection to the android app,it is 

used to send the msg to the android app 
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Fig. 6:  Bluetooth 

 GPS: It tracks the location of the victim and sends it to 

the default number through app. 

 Android App: It sends the message ,image and voice alert 

to the default number which was priorly stored in the app. 

 Working of the android app: Firstly the login screen is 

created in the android device. 

 
Fig. 7: Login Screen 

Then pairing of devices is done. 

Later the image,location and voice alert is sent to the default 

numbers through email and message. 

 
Fig. 7: Demo Board 

When the victim feels unsafe or has suspicion on any 

one around her,the victim can press the panic switch, by this 

the device gets activated and a buzzer alarms,laser is 

activated and a voice kit alerts the surrounding people. 

The threshold frequency of the voice kit is kept to 

max 100 Hz frequency.When the victim screams above 100 

Hz,the voice kit gets activated without pressing the 

buzzer,this is the other way to alert the surrounding people. 

The commands are sent to an android device through 

bluetooth.The connectivity between bluetooth from the demo 

board and the android app is done through pairing the 

devices.Later the image is captured and GPS location is 

tracked with the help of GPS tracking system from the 

android device and the details about the location,image and 

the voice alert is sent to the default number that is known 

people which is saved priorly in the android app through 

email and message. 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Mary L.Koss, Aurelio Joss Figuero, Ris Bell, Melinda Thran 

and Shanon Tromp (1995) studied about the change in pattern 

of memory of physically abused women. Study was 

conducted on women who are working in medical centres and 

universities etc. Results proved that post rape affect the 

memory factor- “alertness” and “clarity”. Authors have 

portrayed that post rape physical symptoms and also the 

mental pressure is high. Gillian S.Mezey(1999) published a 

paper on treating mechanism for the rape victim. 

Psychological post rape effect includes depression, anxiety, 

and sexual dysfunction. Hence the author aimed to recover 

the victims to achieve a normalised response to rape and to 

restore sense of dignity, self confidence, power and to 

encourage getting back psychology, social functionality. The 

core of this survey is, the victim people feel more negative 

while discussing their bitter moments which they faced in 

rape. They feel hesitant to share their experience with others. 

Lots of survey says that a victim person especially younger 

victims don’t go and file a complaint in police station. The 

ultimate purpose of this research is “process of recovery”. 

Victim survivors avoid exposing, inducing emotion 

connected with rape. Victim people hesitate to share their 

experience because of stigma that is attached to a rape victim.  

The objective of this research made Gayle Deck (1998) to 

overcome posttraumatic stress disorder because of rape. 

Survey report reports that the people become more anxious, 

depressed and distressed throughout. This study by Jwlit H 

Brad Ford (2001) say that people who had experienced child 

abuse are more depressed than alcohol abused and dating 

stress. Rebeca Campbel, Courtney K Ahrens, Tracy Sef, 

Sharon W Wasco, Holly P Garner (2000), in their survey, 112 

rape survivors were interviewed about social reaction, family 

and friends support post rape. Survey summarizes that the 

support from social and also from friends & family did not 

prove to be adequate. The main purpose of Paul A Scheawe 

(2003) study is to develop co-curricular from Middle School 

to high school. Sharon V Wasco (2002) emphasized on the 

limitations of responses to trauma and applications of 

posttraumatic stress people who were raped. The study by 

Igrid Sochtin(2005) enforced to render rape prevention 

programs to women. Most of the North American 

Universities give importance to change women’s  attitude, by 

educating them about rape prevention techniques and 

methods. 
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V. RESULT 

This system overcomes the drawbacks of current available 

devices such as pepper spray, hand gun. This device helps in 

safeguarding the women by just a one press of the button, the 

smart device activates, processes and the details of your 

location, image and voice message is sent to the known 

people through mail and message .Also the surrounding 

people are alerted through alarm and laser. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

As stated earlier  this proposed system will be usefull 

compared to other safety devices in current problem 

regarding women safety devices.It is an advanced system 

which can be used by all women without second thought.Its 

a revolutionary and innovative device which will be usefull 

in reducing current crimes and controlling harassments 

against women in the society. 
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